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Presidents of Model NFC Operations Visit
Korea and Company 
Each year, NOROO Futian Paint (Guangzhou) Co.,
Ltd. (NFC) holds a meeting with the presidents of
model operations. This year, the meeting was held
in Korea for the first time since NFC’s establish-
ment. For 5 days from February 23, 19 presidents
of model NFC operations visited Korea to better
understand Korea and its culture, NOROO Paint’s
corporate culture, and trends of the Korean auto
refinishes market. During this time, they visited
major tourist attractions in Seoul and on February
25, they were joined by representatives of the
Marketing and Technology Teams of NOROO
Paint’s Auto Refinishes Business Division, who
explained to the group the features of the HiQ line-
up and auto refinishing products and color mixing
details. This day featured a training session on the
HiQ lineup exported to China and a Q&A session
on product quality and marketing strategies,
where all the participants shared ideas and dis-
cussed relevant issues. In the afternoon, the
group visited the Poseung Plant and Central
Operations and acquired a good understanding of
the HiQ production process, major automated
facilities, and quality management system, which
boosted their confidence in HiQ.
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NOROO Group Holds Crisis-tackling Training
for Presidents 
On February 25, the NOROO Group hosted training
for directors in El Garden Hall, EL Tower located
in Yangjae-dong. The training session prepared
participants to execute corporate survival strate-
gies among the current economic turmoil and
lead their organizations with the right mindset and
attitude. This session was led by Professor Jeon,
Yong-uk of the College of Administration,
Chungang University, who gave a lecture on the
survival strategies for Korean enterprises.

Group Management Staff Promoted in 2009 
Effective from April 1, 2009, the NOROO Group
promotes Managing Director Ahn, Chang-mo to
Senior Managing Director and Director Ahn,
Seong-geun to Managing Director. Senior
Managers Hong, Jong-myung and Koh, Hak-
hyun were promoted to Directors of the group.
Senior Researcher Choi, Myung-hee was also
promoted to Research Commissioner (Director
of Group level).

DPI Holdings Co., Ltd. Holds its 63rd General Stockholders’ Meeting 
DPI Holdings held its 63rd general stockholders' meeting in the NOROO Welfare Hall in Anyang Headquarters on March 20. This
meeting was attended by DPI Holdings’ stockholders and company representatives. Mr. Choi, Gwang-gyun, President of DPI
Holdings and Chair of the meeting briefed attendees on the company’s business and financial status as well as other core issues
during his presentation. President Choi explained, “Fluctuations in oil price and exchange rate that we saw in 2008, instability in
the local and international financial markets that were started in the U.S.A., and the economy downturn have greatly affected the
management results of the subsidiaries and affiliates.” He added, “Under our slogan for 2009, “A New Start and Challenge,” I
represent all directors of our company in making it our commitment to enhance the corporate value through ethical manage-
ment and become true challengers to develop new market segments and maximize value for our stockholders.” The stockhold-
ers endorsed the company’s 2008 balance sheet and profit and loss statement and the payment of 200 KRW per stock as a divi-
dend (4.44% of ordinary stock price) on the basis of the surplus appropriation statement. In addition, Director Han, Young-jae was
reappointed upon the expiration of his service period, Yang, Jeong-mo was newly appointed as a director, and Choi, Gwang-ju as
an outside director.

Shanghai Kinlita Chemical Co., Ltd. (KNT)
Holds its 4th Board of Directors’ Meeting and
2008 Stockholders’ Meeting 
Shanghai Kinlita Chemical Co., Ltd. (KNT) held its
4th board meeting and 2008 stockholders’ meet-
ing in the KNT Conference Room on March 10.
The board meeting scheduled in the morning was
attended by KNT directors and executives. KNT
GM Qian Qiong Wei reported the company’s sales
performance and 2009 business plan to the direc-
tors and CFO (Chief Financial Officer) Xu Ren
Huan explained the company’s key financial
issues and planned activities in detail. Auditor
Jang, Hyeong-seok presented the 2008 audit
report to the stockholders in attendance.
The participants endorsed the company’s 2008
balance sheet and profit and loss statement and
the payment of 20 million RMB per stock as a divi-
dend on the basis of the amount of divisible profit.
During the meeting, Manager Tian Bao Guo was
appointed GM of the Division of Commerce. 
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Company Performs Good Luck-Wishing

Ceremony for 2009  
On February 21, NOROO Paint performed a good
luck-wishing ceremony for 2008 in Mt. Suri
(Suanbong Peak), Anyang City. NOROO Paint
staff as well as the representatives of DPI
Holdings, the group’s holding company, and its
affiliates participated in the ceremony that
included hiking on a path through Suri Mountain,
picking up litter and feeding wild animals. 
At this annual ceremony, all members of
NOROO Paint celebrated their efforts to cope

NOROO Paint Holds the 3rd General Meeting of Stockholders 
On March 27, NOROO Paint held its 3rd general stockholders' meeting in the NOROO
Welfare Hall in Anyang Headquarters.  NOROO Paint President and Chair of the meeting,
Kim, Su-Kyoung presented the company’s business and financial status among other core
issues. President Kim reported, “The economic downturn of the U.S. in 2008 and the subse-
quent global crisis have adversely affected the Korean market and intensified competition.
Still, our company saw a turnover of 270.8 billion KRW and an operating profit of 9.1 billion
KRW this year.” He added, “I promise our stockholders that all members of NOROO includ-
ing myself will combine our efforts to reach this year’s business goals by pursuing global-
ization with the slogan, “A New Start and Challenge for 2009.”
The stockholders unanimously endorsed the company’s 2008 balance sheet and profit and
loss statement and the payment of 100 KRW per ordinary stock (2.3% of ordinary stock
price) and 105 KRW per preferred stock as a dividend (6.2% of ordinary stock price). 

NOROO Paint Co., Ltd.
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with the global crisis with insight and achieve
this year’s goals that include creating an acci-
dent-free workplace.

Hiking course (planned): Parking Lot 1
Stone tower forest Observatory 1
Observatory 2 Ceremony site

Energy-Saving TFT Implemented 
NOROO Paint implements an energy-saving TFT
program to reduce energy consumption in
offices and plants. The global economic down-
turn has motivated the company to pursue this
plan, which is currently applied to the plant facili-
ties in Anyang, Poseung, and Chilseo with on-
going inspections and promotions. Various ener-
gy-saving solutions are implemented to meet the
needs of each facility. The energy-saving TFT
includes semi-monthly meetings with relevant
staff for discussing the progress against the year-
ly plan, energy-saving solutions, and results of
energy-saving efforts in terms of figures (and val-
ues). These meetings demonstrate the company-
wide commitment to TFT.  

DAC Co., Ltd.

DAC Co., Ltd. Trains Sales Staff on
Receivables 
DAC gave a training session on the collection of
receivables to all sales staff on March 6 to
enhance their capabilities. The session led by
NOROO Paint’s Deputy In, Ahm, was designed to
help the sales representatives equipped with
adequate knowledge and skills of collecting
receivables.

2009 Construction Seminar Held 
NOROO Paint held a seminar for the agents and professional painters to prepare them for
this year’s upcoming high-demand season.
The seminar for agents and painters was held in 10 and 8 places, respectively, nationwide.
The seminar featured NOROO Paint’s newly developed products and their usage and provid-
ed an important opportunity for participants to exchange information about the products.
The company is also planning to hold similar events in the future.

NOROO Paint Co., Ltd. Honors Old Partners 
Between March 17 and 23, NOROO Paint award-
ed those agencies that had partnered with the
company for a long time. Among all NOROO
agencies, special agencies that had worked with
NOROO for 40, 30, and 20 years as of the begin-
ning of March were selected. Directors of rele-
vant Business divisions of NOROO visited the
selected agencies and honored them with
plaques and gifts as well as words of gratitude
for their hard work and enthusiasm. They also
asked honored agencies to continue to support
NOROO Paint.  
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1967~1975

Edited by Editorial Department / Picture courtesy of NOROO Group History of Six Decades

Korea experienced extensive economic growth in the 1970’s due to the export-oriented industrialization that occurred in late 60’s and
early 70’s. The structure of Korea’s industry advanced, giving vitality to the economy despite domestic and international hardships.
The remarkable growth of the Korean economy in the 1980’s was led by the heavy and chemical industries that had prepared their
foundation in the 1970’s. Thanks to the growth realized during these years, Korea become internationally competitive among the
emerging economies, especially in the steel, oil, chemistry, automobile, and electronics industries.

(NOROO History Panorama will be a three-part series, each describing 20 years of the group’s 60-year history.)

NOROO History Panorama
NOROO’s History with the Century Ahead in Mind (2)
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1967~1975
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1976~1988

1976~1988
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1967~1975 
Having suffered from the failure of Daehan Johwa (Korea
Artificial Flowers), an affiliate established based on the govern-
ment’s export policy, the NOROO Group reversed the unfavor-
able situation by establishing the Plastics BU and Daehyeop, a
toy company. It solidified its position as a leading paint maker by
increasing production of industrial paints for automobiles,
ships, and home appliances.

Business Diversified and Hardships Overcome
During this period, the NOROO Group became a mature enter-
prise and a leading paint maker in Korea. In particular, it led the
industry with technical development aimed at independently
producing printing inks and paints. The late founder Han,
Jeong-dae contributed to growing his company by consistently
focusing on improving quality and diversifying products.
Park, Jeong-hee, then President of Korea, was interested in the
manufacture of artificial flowers and asked his cabinet to select
a suitable company and develop it as a professional artificial
flower exporter. When it was selected, the NOROO Group did
not have the technical and infrastructural basis for producing
plastic flowers. However, President Han did his best to fulfill
this assignment by adopting new technologies and manufac-
turing facilities based on domestic and international market
research. The Group established Daehan Johwa, Korea’s first
plastic flower manufacturer. President Han sought to promote
his artificial flower business by traveling all over the world to
find buyers. As a result, the business grew and he established a
New York Office. In 1970, Daehan Inks and Paints Co., Ltd.
acquired Daehan Johwa and made it its Plastic BU. The NOROO
Group became a real exporter as it began exporting sewn mat-
ters such as doll dresses to Japan in 1971 while Daehyeop also
increased exports. The Group consistently pursued technical
development and increased the importance of its industrial
paint business. As Korea’s GNP expanded and its industrial
structure became more sophisticated, its construction and
automobile industries saw tremendous growth along with the
industrial paint business. Thanks to this growth, the NOROO
Group made a technical partnership with Japan’s Nippon Paint
for new product development. 

Aware of the importance of systematic quality management
and technical training, the Group offered seminars and techni-
cal training opportunities for staff. These efforts contributed
greatly to the popularization of our paints.

1976~1988
After preparing a foundation for advancement by establishing a
plant in Anyang in 1976, the NOROO Group became actively
involved in forming technical partnerships with foreign firms to
enhance technical competence and produce superior quality
products. Business continued to expand with the establishment
of Daehan International Paint Co., Ltd. in 1980 and an auto-
paint factory in 1986.

Anyang Plant Established and Business Expanded
Built in 1955, the Mullae-dong Plant reached the limits of pro-
duction capacity at the threshold of the 1970’s. So, the Group
decided to transfer this facility to a larger site in Anyang. The
Anyang Plant was meticulously designed and built to meet all
legal requirements for preventing fire and accidents using the
latest, most scientifically formulated building methods. The
establishment of this facility created many benefits including
preparation of a mass production system, an increase in the
number of employees, timely, new product development, eco-
logically-conscious production, and quality enhancement.
After that, the Group established the R&D Center to be pre-
pared to meet the technical challenges ahead, invested in the
development of new technologies, and adopted new technolo-
gies from the U.S. and Japan in preparation for independent
development.
By 1980, Korea was heavily industrialized and growth in the
automobile, electronics, and machinery industries were evi-
dent, which increased the demand for advanced paints. During
this period, the NOROO Group adopted advanced technologies
and concentrated on developing independently. It also estab-
lished a powder paint plant and began producing paints for
ships and automobiles, expanding its market share.
In the 1980’s, the Korean paint industry became highly compet-
itive, with emerging competitors, both small and large. In
response, the NOROO Group sought to streamline manage-
ment and highlight its image as a reliable and mature paint
maker. Under CEO Han, Young-jae’s leadership, the Planning
and Coordination Division embarked on developing the MIS
(Management Information System) to enhance work efficiency.
The 1980’s was a highly successful period for the NOROO
Group; it enlarged its network of domestic agents and prepared
for international business. 
The Group also began operating the customer center to
increase customers’ satisfaction. 
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Organized by Editorial Department / Source Courtesy of Professor Jeon, Yong-uk,
President of Graduate School of Management, Chungang University

The current uncertainties are more volatile,
incomprehensible, and unpredictable in terms
of effect compared to those experienced in the
past. We are required to survive in this time of
unprecedented uncertainty.

12

The Leader’s Role in this Era of Uncertainty
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The recent foreign exchange crisis is the result
of an accumulation of current account deficits,
increasing foreign debts, poor foreign currency
liquidity management, and poor management
and oversight of financial institutions. The cur-
rent foreign exchange crisis and the global
financial crisis are having a devastating influ-
ence on the Korean economy. The global finan-
cial crisis was caused by subprime mortgage
defaults, a series of collapses of derivatives,
poor governmental surveillance, and interna-
tional fund liquidity. We are learning a lesson
the hard way. If we take advantage of this les-
son, we can identify a solution to the current
crisis.
Corporations should maintain healthy financial
status, enhance corporate governance, and
create real new wealth rather than merely
chase after bubbles. It should be remembered
that high yield means high risk, which should
never be underestimated and that bubbles are
bound to burst.
Executives of corporations should offer a vision
and show willingness to stick to plans in this
stormy season of uncertainty.
Leaders should be mindful of the courage and
confidence necessary in these trying times
because they are crucially responsible for their
staff. People are motivated to follow such leaders.
CEO’s especially need managerial skills to devel-

op and implement the correct strategies. They
can continue as leaders only if they confidently
provide directions and objectives and encourage
their employees to create new values. 

Leader Talks about the Future
As an expert explained, President Barack
Obama won the election because he was the
only candidate who “seriously talked about the
future.” The hearts of Americans were touched
by Obama’s vision that Americans could be
united again as constituents of a great country
admired by the whole world.
As he did, leaders should also be able to help
followers dispel feelings of insecurity and pro-
mote investment by providing a clear view of the
crisis. They should deliver a vision to their orga-
nizations, promote a culture of dedication and
collaboration, and take the initiative in making
sacrifices that strengthen the company. 
Economic hardships can leave people critical
and dissatisfied. A leader’s willingness to share
the pain can encourage and inspire others.
What a leader needs most in this time of
uncertainty is agility and perseverance. It is a
time to protect promising projects and invest in
the future with boldness. Highly competitive
leaders who create new markets will be
empowered with the cooperation of their part-
ners to cope successfully with the crisis.

13
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Be the Best, and Tomorrow Will Be Brighter
Paint Production Team, Chilseo Plant of
NOROO Paint Co., Ltd.

14
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One fine spring day, we visited the Paint Production Team of NOROO Paint’s Chilseo Plant. The
friendly accent and smile of its members warmed our hearts. As the colorful flowers make spring
more beautiful, the smile on the members of the Paint Production Team and their hard work make
their team more special.

15
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“Are you going to put all our dialectal expressions in your article?”

“Do you understand what I say in our accent?”

“Has recording started?” - A group of curious interviewees spoke to

us in their unique accent. That broke the ice and everyone was eager

to say something. In fact, the Paint Production Team has much to be

16
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proud of as the most productive team in the NOROO Group, thanks to

its diligent and reliable members.

The VIP’s of Our Lives Are “Us”

The Paint Production Team of NOROO Paint’s Chilseo Plant produces

paints for construction that are sold nationwide. Under Plant

Manager Lee, Gyeong-jae’s leadership, a total of 27 partners are

working in this team. Each of them is distinct and unique; all of them

are simply the best at what they do. They are very close like a family

and know each other’s feeling just by looking each other in the face

or hearing “each other’s breath”, as it were.

One of the team’s gifted members, Assistant Manager Kwon, Jeong-

hwan said, “You can find the VIP’s of the NOROO Group in the Paint

Production Team.” He added, “Just as a soap opera or movie has

main characters, so does the NOROO Group. We consider ourselves

as the main characters of the NOROO Group.” 

Plant Manager Lee, Gyeong-jae said, “The best thing about our plant

is our people with a positive mindset, great communication skills,

and remarkable coherence. Our plant’s low turnover in comparison

to other factories shows that our people love NOROO’s corporate cul-

ture and their workplace.” 

The team’s 10 members that we interviewed believed their team was

the core of the Chilseo Plant. Their voices were filled with confidence

and a sense of responsibility. 

They are real champions of the NOROO Group, the main characters,

and VI’s of their lives.

What Makes Your Teamwork So Extraordinary?

Plant Manager Lee, Gyeong-jae stresses the need to be a multi-

tasker. He is known as a leader who is skilled at exposing his people

to new experiences. Since he joined the Chilseo Plant, he has hosted

workshops and training sessions twice a year to reinforce teamwork,

motivate members, and implement his plans. Whenever he

exchanges ideas with his staff and spends time with them, he always

reminds them of something he believes crucial: “Be true to the

basics and focus on your role”. This thought has been engraved on

his staff’s hearts and brought them together.

The team’s big brother, Assistant Manager Jeong, Hoon said, “When

we meet as a group, our Plant Manager gives us tasks to do and

goals to pursue. Such goals and plans help us grow and collaborate

with one another.”

Partner Jin, Hyeon-ju also said of the Paint Production Team, “Since

we are a very colorful team, we unexpectedly come up with new ideas

during a casual conversation. So we have strong teamwork and know

how to balance individual and group values."

Thanks to its strong teamwork, the team has frequently won annual

soccer matches, although they do not usually practice soccer togeth-

er. The team’s youngest member has worked with the team for 5

years and the oldest, over 20 years; it is little wonder that the team is

close-knit.

In addition, Plant Manager Lee’s leadership based on communication

has made the team stronger. Lee endeavors to communicate with his

people heart-to-heart and considers it important to listen to them

rather than insist on his own way to be able to make a balanced deci-

sion and put it into practice. Lee’s decision-making and implementa-

tion based on communication has produced rare dynamics thanks to

the Paint Production Team’s strong teamwork.

Overcome Crisis by Giving the Best

“How did you like your visit to our plant? I hope you are as happy as

those who have visited our facility and returned home with hearts full

of joy.” Plant Manager Lee explained that the Paint Production Team

of the Chilseo Plant was doing its best to overcome the present crisis

with joy. 

During a crisis, it is important to keep up with the plans in progress

and make them more efficient rather than jumping into new plans.

While the sales team is focusing on marketing to keep the plant run-

ning, other departments are required to concentrate on cost saving.

As Plant Manager Lee said, the Chilseo Plant has many young,

enthusiastic staff members. Therefore, if they continue working as

they have so far, they can look forward to a better tomorrow.

Plant Manager Lee said at the end of the interview, “We need to keep

our hope alive; we should believe that our future will be bright and try

to overcome the present problems, prepare for the future, and main-

tain our strengths.”

17
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Naver Power Blogger 
Mrs. Ryu, Jeong-sun (ID: hosangmom) Suggests
"Yegreena" for Exotic Spring Home Decor!
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Yegreena
Emboss
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As more and more people choose to live in apartments, the layouts of

many modern homes are becoming more uniform, regardless of the

unique family makeup and needs. Furniture and fixtures can be used to

give a new look to a home, but it is not always easy to fill each corner of

the apartment with unique features. The Internet is full of information on

pretty home decor and bookstores offer many DIY guides, but not many

know where the best home decor items are available and how to use

paints. 

With a host of home decor websites on the Internet, we introduce a blog

that can be very helpful, especially to DIY novices. A skilled DIY’er, Ryu,

Jeong-sun (Mrs.) has been named a power blogger by the Internet

portal Naver for her remarkable activities with her famous blog on DIY

home decor (http://blog.naver.com/peanut0723) called “I Love Green”.

Often called by her ID “hosangmom”, Ryu is already a celebrity among

homemakers interested in furniture reforming, home decor palette,

and painting. Over 6,000 people visit her blog every day, especially out of

interest in Ryu's recent post. The post included a picture of her

bedroom with a wall decorated with “Yegreena”. We interviewed Ryu to

learn how she used “Yegreena” to create an exotic atmosphere, not

only with her bedroom, but also with her porch and back porch.

"Yegreena" Creates an Exotic Look

One spring day, Ryu felt the need to change the atmosphere of her

bedroom that had walls covered with gold-patterned wallpaper. Her

choice was wall painting. She thinks it was a wonderful choice because

the color-mixing in wall painting provides a variety of colors that can be

used to paint existing moldings and doors. Ryu recommends that

beginners visit a paint store in person and try paint-mixing before

N Story #2          IN COMMUNITY

Text by Editorial Department
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selecting a product, rather than

buying paints on-line. Once she

decided to change the decor of

her home by painting, she found “Yegreena Emboss”. She applied

“Emboss,” which was a lot thinner than “Handy coat,” to the walls and

created a grained texture by applying the second coat with a brush after

the primary coat set. Ryu gave a tip on painting the walls: use a trowel

or bottle cap to create patterns after applying a thick layer of Yegreena

Emboss for the second coat and create stripes by brushing the wall

with a texture brush.

Ryu said she had carefully applied Emboss to make the pattern stand

out and to allow the grained texture to give a unique look to the wall.

After Emboss set, she used Emboss Clear to add refreshing green to

the wall for a spring look. It was so thin and easy to apply; she just

soaked a sponge in it and began applying it. She also suggested keeping

an eye on the wall during application because the paint dries quickly. 

“I was dreaming of an exotic wall as many were when I learned of

NOROO’s Yegreena Emboss. This useful paint is easy for even

beginners to apply; simply use a brush to create the look and feel of a

plastered wall.” Ryu particularly loves “Yegreena Granule” that she

used for her porch because of its color-mixing system and color kit

used after applying the granule primer. The granules contained in the

primer help create a plastered look on the walls and make painting fun.

The porch of Ryu’s apartment is painted with Yegreena Granule and

looks like that of a beautiful cafe.

The back porch that Ryu often uses as her personal studio has walls

painted with “Yegreena Suede”. She applied Essence to highlight the

suede texture and color, the same way as she would use gesso for

furniture before applying a coat. 

“One of the things that worry those who try painting for the first time is

the brush mark. Yegreena Suede is best for such beginners because it

gives natural volume and a leather feel to the wall with the touch of a

brush.” Ryu also explained that its extraordinary softness made it

simple to apply.

Pride of Being Yegreena Queen

Ryu was able to successfully decorate her apartment with Yegreena

after attending NOROO’s 1st Class of the Yegreena Queen Course. Ryu

loves talking about home decor with other “Yegreena Queens”, the

homemakers interested in and skilled at home decor. She said, “What I

liked most about being part of the course was the Decor School that

taught me a variety of new painting methods."

Of course, the course offers a variety of other enjoyable activities like

wine tasting and exhibitions, but the Decor School is the most special

program because it gives home decor DIY’ers a wonderful learning

opportunity. The free and comfortable atmosphere of the school helps

its participants become fully involved. Attendees can also receive

NOROO products at home for personal application. The free Decor

School is available to anyone applying on Yegreena’s home page.

NOROO magazine
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DPI (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. is the first entity the NOROO Group has estab-
lished outside Korea. The growing pains it has experienced have better
equipped the company for the future. The company’s consistent efforts
have also helped it look forward to a successful tomorrow.

DPI (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. Leads Chinese Market
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Text by Editorial Department
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DPI (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. had a busy start this year. The recent inau-
guration of General Manager Lee, Myung-hee brought some new
energy to plant operations. This new atmosphere is especially
reinvigorating because of the long period of trial and error the
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company experienced after launching operations in China. The
important role played by the selected talent sent here is also hav-
ing a positive influence on the outlook. This dream team includes
the Technical Managers Yoon, Jeong-guk and Cha, Woi-gwon,
Production Manager Kim, Seong-uk, and Beijing Office Manager
Kim, Hyeong-sub (positions currently held in China).

Present Situation and Challenges in China and Solutions
China is presently seeing the movement of resources from the
east to the west. Since the devastating earthquake in Sichuan
Province, natural gas and oil production facilities are being reposi-
tioned to other areas, and relevant businesses are following them.
However, China is such a complicated market that it cannot be
described in definite terms. The degree of participation of foreign
corporations and their level of success depend largely on the tim-
ing and region. Therefore, China cannot be defined in a single
phrase. 
The Chinese market is becoming more and more competitive with
the increasing participation of foreign businesses and rapid
growth of local businesses. DPI Shanghai finds it necessary to
respond to this with a solid tactical approach that includes making

a system for a labor union, sending its members to the Group HQ
for training and exchange, and employing local experts to
increase its presence and relevance in the local market. It is rein-
forcing its training offerings and systems with an emphasis on
environmental safety, fire-prevention, and conservation to meet
the Chinese government’s environmental policies that are now
more rigorous than before the Olympics and keeping in close con-
tact with HQ. However, some independent operations and projects
are being either planned or developed for the company to be a
“truly Chinese” business.
Manager Kim, Seong-uk explained, "Our foremost strategy is to
offer products that have the greatest Chinese appeal at low prices.
We focus on promoting PCM paints and products for reliable cus-
tomers including large steel companies.”
The company is experiencing many challenges since its business
is not secured by the use of L/C’s and largely depends on the net-
working and promotional skills of its sales resources. It is difficult
for the company to be sure of the buyer’s ability to pay and it
requires a great deal of caution in deciding whether or not to pur-
sue business with a particular customer.
DPI Shanghai finds it challenging to maintain its sales and service

GM Lee, Myung-hee explained, “Our goal for 2009 can
be summarized “Keep & New in Speed" and we are
working to reach a turnover of 0.1 billion RMB and BEP.
We keep our hearts open to what our Chinese partners
have to tell us and pay attention to their feedback.”
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standards since it has always had a goal of touching the hearts of
its customers with personalized services. Internal communication
is another key issue for the company in China.
We asked Manager Cha, Woi-gwon what was unique about work-
ing in China. He answered, “I think in China, it is important to help
Korean and Chinese staff interact and communicate better, which
is crucial to our development.” He added, “Although the staff
members sent from Korea are required to deal with more respon-
sibilities and a heavier workload in China, those who survive these
challenges will have their capabilities enlarged and deepened.”
Manager Kim, Min-su said, "DPI experienced many difficulties in
this land of mystery, but it has ample experience and a competitive
edge and is confidently competing with other local and interna-
tional paint makers.” Manager Yoon, Jeong-guk also noted, “Our
strength is speed; we promptly apply what we learn about our
customer’s production, technical, and sales needs to maintain our
speed.”
GM Lee, Myung-hee explained, “Our goal for 2009 can be summa-
rized “Keep & New in Speed" and we are working to reach a
turnover of 0.1 billion RMB and BEP.  We keep our hearts open to
what our Chinese partners have to tell us and pay attention to their

feedback.” She added, “It is important to overcome our weakness-
es and leverage our strengths as fast as we can. We will pursue
projects for architectural coatings to make the best use of our
current resources and focus on our steelwork customers and
their needs for surface treatment products. We are optimistic
about the future because the local Chinese market is promising,
quite contrary to the global outlook. We will focus our promotional
efforts with surface treatment products on China’s 4 major steel
makers.” 
Finally, Manager Kim, Min-su said, “I think the key to success lies
in getting the answer to our pressing question of how to apply our
most favored products to the local market in the most creative
way possible.” He added, “If our company is to have more inde-
pendent operations, we need to select the items that have the
greatest appeal to the local market and focus on enhancing them
technically. Then we will have a stable local market share and
reach our goals very soon.” With the new GM inaugurated, DPI
Shanghai is seeing many improvements. Also, the work done by
its dream team - Technical managers Yoon, Jeong-guk and Cha,
Woi-gwon, Production manager Kim, Seong-uk, and Beijing Office
Manager Kim, Hyeong-sub - is making its future more promising.
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Interview

Interview 01_

How do you see the Chinese and Korean 
markets and what do you think the future holds 
for DPI Shanghai?

The Korean market is already fully developed and the
Chinese market is our second home ground. We have
grown in the Korean market based on our technical
competence and brand power, but extra work is
required to continue growing in China, where both
Korean and international corporations are fighting for
market share. Our American and Japanese competi-
tors have acquired many Chinese companies and are
already controlling the Chinese market. In effect, they
can just sit on the couch at home and expand business
in China without having to deal with local challenges
firsthand. So, if we are to be successful in internation-
al business in the future, we must have a successful
business in China, first.
At this time, we must be aware of our true standing in
China and go back to the basics we acquired as we
boiled varnishes near the Han River in the beginning.
Also, we need to remember our mid- and long-term
plans as we seek the best solutions to our current
issues.

Is there anything you learned 
from your Chinese colleagues so far?

I learned the importance of endurance and patience.
Our Chinese staff members have stayed with us
through thick and thin and made valuable suggestions
for our growth, fully trusting in the NOROO Group
despite some difficulties they have experienced. What
makes them truly special is their strong willpower and
persistence; they are creating a unique Chinese cul-
ture for NOROO.

Do you have any words for other 
members of NOROO?

As I have said earlier, the Korean market is fully devel-
oped and it is crucial for us to succeed in China for bet-
ter results in our international business. Given the
importance of this market, I would like to encourage
you all to participate in sharpening our technical edge
and enhancing our brand reputation. Doing business in
a foreign country requires taking root in the local area;
it does not happen in a day. So, the Group’s support and
understanding are more than appreciated. 

“We need to be successful 
in China to be successful 
in the world”
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General Manager Lee, Myeong-hee

How do you feel about beginning to 
work with DPI Shanghai?

When I was informed that I was going to work with DPI
Shanghai, I thought, “I am the luckiest fellow in the
world.” Those who worked for DPI Shanghai before
me have made it a very strong organization. I thought I
was lucky because the direction is already set, and all I
need to do is just follow the course set before me. I
tried to analyze this organization and the reason that it
has had a difficult time. I think it has lacked just one
thing. Its history is too short for it to experience suc-
cess. The opposite of pain is no pain, not joy. Pain is
something every winner has to experience and is not
failure. Now we will translate the pain, which is not
failure, into a stepping stone to success. Our next
chapter is called “Success.” I will make DPI Shanghai
the best in at least one segment of the Chinese paint
market. And I don’t think this goal is beyond our reach.
I believe in the effectiveness of our enthusiastic
Chinese staff. I learn so much from them and realize
how lazy I have been. That’s why I love working with
them.

What is your goal and plan for 2009?

It is a fact that the world is experiencing a crisis, but
China has unique potential to overcome difficulties. DPI
Shanghai has learned from every step it has taken
since its original investment in China in 2003 and is
ready to leverage its experience and focus on one mar-
ket segment. Focusing on sales and streamlining pro-
duction is our only way for survival. 
It is our goal to increase our business with major steel
companies with our excellent PCM and surface treat-
ment solutions. We are doing all we can to make
China’s 4 major steel makers our customers and
become their largest supplier. There’s something I tell
my customers whenever I meet them: “You are lucky
to work with us because we genuinely offer our best;
our products are not simply goods, but our hearts.” We
do everything to make our customers truly happy. Also,
it is very important to satisfy the needs of Korean cus-
tomers based in China. If we master the heart and
mind of our Chinese customers, the market will be
ours. The NOROO Group’s know-how in customer sat-
isfaction will be an invaluable asset to us in this regard.
Now, DPI Shanghai is set for success. All that remains
is for us is to implement our plans!

Interview 02_

“I know what DPI 
Shanghai can do to 
improve. So we've got 
to be successful.”
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Daihan Coil Coating Finds Reassuring Partnership
In Seah Steel Corp.’s Gunsan Plant that Makes the
World Better with Steel
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H A P P Y  P A R T N E R

The Gunsan Plant of Seah Steel Corp., one of Korea’s leading
steel corporations, provides a pleasant workplace for many. 
We visited Gunsan to meet this company’s partners who have
backed up and supported Daehan Coil Coating. 
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The house we live in, the vehicle we drive, many of the commodities we use every day would not exist with-
out steel. Steel is a robust, yet essential element that makes our life convenient. Seah Steel Corp. was
established in 1960 as “Busan Iron Pipe Manufacturing Co., Ltd.”, Korea’s first iron pipe manufacturer. It
also became the first Korean company to export steel pipes in the 1960’s and was renamed “Seah Steel
Corp.” in January 1996. 

Good, Excellent, Brilliant Gunsan Plant
The name “Seah” was taken from a Korean phrase meaning “make the world beautiful”. The tender and
beautiful image emanating from this name contrasts with what many expect from a steel company to
resemble. The power that pushes Seah Steel Corp. ahead comes from its commitment to and belief in mak-
ing the world a more beautiful and a more convenient place to live. All of Seah’s workplaces are satisfactory
places to work, but the Gunsan Plant is particularly famous for being an ideal place to work. One of the
unique strengths of the Gunsan Plant is its positive culture and atmosphere. The average age of its team is
only 31.5 years, which means they have abundant youthful energy. What really differentiates it, however, is
the TPM (Total Productive Maintenance) system, which is implemented throughout the company. 
The TPM system provides all members with an opportunity to gather and learn about the plant’s business
results of the past month, which is made more special as the turnover and cost details are openly shared.
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All members of the plant, from new hires to executive officers, have transparent access to the plant’s
information, regardless of the position they hold. It would be an impossible practice in a highly hierarchi-
cal organization. Thanks to TPM, the members of the Gunsan Plant are accurately informed of the plant’s
current situations and are strongly motivated to work more responsibly. As the Production Team Leader
Kim, Hu-dong stresses, “The most important objective of the TPM system used by the Gunsan Plant is to
improve human resources and equipment quality so that ultimately, the entire organization’s quality is
enhanced.” Although it has been only 3 years since its start, TPM is producing tangible returns in quality
stabilization and systemization. 

Power that Turns Weakness into Strength
Seah began producing colored steel plates in 1998 and by 2007 was the market leader. Seah’s Gunsan
Plant is capable of manufacturing 500K tons of PO steel plates, 300K tons of full-hard plates, 300K tons of
galvanized steel plates, and 150K tons of colored steel plates. Its main products include PO, galvanized,
and colored plates. Having celebrated a turnover of 340 billion KRW in 2008, it expects to see its turnover
increased to 400 billion KRW in 2009 and 500 billion KRW by 2011. The Gunsan Plant has a goal of growing
10% in turnover and 20% in operating profit. 
Seah’s strength and weakness share a common cause. To mention its weakness, the company began
manufacturing steel plates later than its competitors and is still less well known to customers. Its history
of colored steel plate manufacturing began 30 years later than its competitors, which required Seah to
work harder to overcome. This weakness, however, has also worked for the good of the company. Aware
that they had no time to waste, its young partners have worked with enthusiasm and passion, which has
often resulted in production that exceeded expectations. As the Production Team Leader Kim, Hu-dong
puts it, “Our motto is to work as a family. We work as a family, think as a family, and help each other as a
family. This kind of mindset motivates all of us to work hard individually.” The Gunsan Plant’s partners con-
tinue to work conscientiously each day considering “Quality, Environment, and Safety” as their priorities. 

Dreaming of a Bright Future with Daihan Coil Coating
Seah’s partnership with Daehan Coil Coating had its start back in 1998, when Seah began its colored steel
plate business. This partnership is still sound and robust. The Gunsan Plant displays a strong confidence
in Daehan Coil Coating, buying most of the paint it needs from Daehan Coil Coating. The Production Team
Leader Kim, Hu-dong cites “advanced technology and agility” as Daehan Coil Coating’s most remarkable
strengths. He said, “Daehan Coil Coating has accumulated a lot of experience working with a number of
steel companies and is highly competent in this regard. That enables Daehan Coil Coating to respond
agilely to business situations. Also, it is a company of superior competence in comparison to other com-
panies. Their reliable quality management merits our trust.”
The Gunsan Plant of Seah Steel Corp. hopes that Daehan Coil Coating will give more support to help it
surpass its current limitations. Quality determines market leadership, and high quality is attainable only
with advanced technology. Seah hopes that Daehan Coil Coating will continue to support its pursuit of
technical advancement. Both companies have worked together to form strong ties between them based
on coating and will continue to support each other in their partnership for success. 

D R E A M I N G  O F
A  B R I G H T

F U T U R E  W I T H
D A I H A N  C O I L

C O AT I N G
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Daewon Industrial and 
NOROO Cherish
Their Forty Years of Trust H A P P Y  P A R T N E R
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It is often rare even for a marriage with the union of two lovers,
to last 40 years. Today, business relationships are losing
integrity; trust and confidence are easily ignored. This trend
makes the 40-year relationship between NOROO and Daewon
Industrial Co., Ltd., NOROO’s agency even more special.
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Daewon Industrial is located in Pohang-si, Gyeongbuk. A plac-
ard celebrating its fortieth year hangs at the entrance. Not
only in Gyeongbuk but throughout Korea, its long partnership
with NOROO is a rare and meaningful one. NOROO and
Daewon are leading the paint industry in Pohang with mutual
trust.

First Place Acquired by Hard Work
Daewon’s CEO Won, Tae-rang is known as a studious and dili-
gent person. His consistent attitude is the secret to his suc-
cess.
“Whenever a new product is released, I make sure I study it
very carefully. I need to be familiar with paints before I can
persuade potential customers. I believe an agency is like a
bridge between the supplier and buyer. Only a strong bridge
can serve both sides satisfactorily.”
Before Won opened Daewon Industrial in 1969, he had worked
for a paint shop as a clerk for three years. The salary he
received every month was only 5,000 won. At that time, paint
was something new to many Koreans and they often called
paint “a liquid for coloring a house". After marriage, Won
decided to open his own business and his choice was NOROO.
What made Won choose NOROO? 
“It’s very simple. NOROO was already the best. I thought I had
to work with NOROO as long as I stayed in this field. It was the
best as it is today. I’ve never regretted my decision. Rather, my
confidence has grown throughout the years.”
When Daewon began, another brand was more popular in
Pohang. The brand was sold at 60% of NOROO’s price and
customers were naturally attracted to its low price. Won
worked hard to reverse that trend, and superior quality even-
tually won him trust. Won had always thought that quality
would never betray him, and he was right. 

Be the Best Together
Having been established so many years ago, Daewon grew
throughout the 1970’s when the Saemaeul (New Community)
Movement and industrialization of Korea were in progress.
Daewon’s history represents Korea’s history of the paint
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industry. Won still remembers that time very clearly. When
POSCO was established in 1968, Won began business with a
newly built industrial complex. He delivered products on his
bicycle at first, but his vehicle changed to a car, and then a 0.5-
ton truck. He climbed the ladder slowly yet steadily, as it were,
and attained an invaluable level of success. 
Won is humble to attribute his success to NOROO. He said,
“Daewon wouldn’t have existed without NOROO and wouldn’t
have been successful without NOROO's best quality.” Won cites
the quick response to a problem as NOROO’s greatest strength.
“I have worked with Pohang’s industrial complex for 20 years.
Whenever our major customers found problems with the prod-
ucts or requested professional assistance, NOROO always sent
technicians and engineers from HQ or branches in a timely
manner.  Thanks to NOROO’s quick response, we were able to

F O R  A
B E T T E R

T O M O R R O W
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tackle problems quickly. This made NOROO the best.”

For a Better Tomorrow
Lee Eun-seok, head of Pohang Office, Daegu-Gyeongbuk
Regional Team, Construction Paint Business Division has
worked with Daewon for 9 years. He and Won are special part-
ners, as NOROO and Daewon are. Their long partnership has
brought them close. Won remembers the time when Lee first
joined the company as a young man. To Won, Lee is like his
own younger brother or son. Lee also cherishes friendship
with Won. 
“Mr. Won is very meticulous and careful. He has never made
an error with an invoice. Once we succeed in attracting cus-
tomers, Mr. Won appears at the right time and makes the pro-
ject his own. That’s how he’s become No. 1 in Pohang. Our
teamwork is just superb.”
As Lee explained, the regional office and agency Lee and Won
represent are a born team, and their efforts have resulted in
the current situation in which 80~90% of all apartment houses
built in Pohang are painted with NOROO products. It would be
no exaggeration to say they are the masters of construction
paints. Of course, this success did not happen in one day. For
many years, Won has consistently visited numerous project
sites to explain NOROO Paint’s advantages and features and
to persuade customers. 
“The market is like a pie; more and more people want to take
a piece. We can be successful only if the HQ and agencies
really work together.”
Once again, Won stressed the importance of coexistence and
cooperation. The 40 precious years of history is based on trust
and partnership. With this foundation intact, NOROO and
Daewon are preparing for a better tomorrow beyond the cur-
rent global crisis.
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Text by Kim, Myeong-hun, Assistant Manager of Research Team 3 (located in Kobe, Japan), DPI Holdings

Precious and Rewarding Moments in Kobe
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A sandwich and a cup of coffee. Two news-
papers skimmed and a momentary nap.
Then I was in Kansai International Airport. It
took only one and a half hours to reach.
That short flight really made me feel how
close Japan was to Korea.
My destination was Kobe, Hyogo-ken. I was
sent to work with Professor Okubo teaching
in the Department of Applied Chemistry,
Graduate School of Kobe University. It was
where I was going to study polymer colloids
for a year. I was in a city completely new to
me.

What is Kobe like?

The city is located between a mountain and
beach and is only 30 minutes’ drive away
from Umeda Station, Osaka. Kobe is
Japan’s first international port city and has
been one of Japan’s most important ports
since the country began trading with other
countries at the end of the 19th century. The
blend of Asian and European cultures that
exists in Kobe adds an exotic beauty to it. 

Kobe is well-known for its delicious bread
and steak; however, what made Kobe
internationally known was the massive
earthquake that occurred on January 17,
1995. The 7.2 magnitude Hyogo Prefecture
Earthquake caused enormous damage to
Kobe, destroying approximately 250,000
homes and resulting in 450,000 casualties.
Leaving the memories of the disaster
behind, Kobe has accommodated new
buildings and properties for over 10 years
and the only trace of the earthquake is in
Earthquake Memorial Park.
The downtown area of Kobe is not so wide;
the Sannomiya district is the busiest and
most crowded part of this area. Bold outfits
and striking fashion items that young
passers-by wear draw attention. The area
resembles Korea’s Daehakno (University
Road). This district, where Daimaru and
Sogo Department Stores are located, is a
center of shopping and transportation. 
I live in a 20-square-meter studio apart-
ment. My neighborhood is totally different
from downtown. You can hardly see any
cars parked in my neighborhood. It does not
feel like a foreign country until I hear
“Sumimasen (Excuse me)” everywhere I
turn.

Sentiments

I did study Japanese briefly before coming
to Japan, but I thought I could survive with
English. When I got here, however, I came
to realize that learning Japanese was a
must. Learning a new language opens a
whole new world. I began to work hard to
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make every new experience mine, appreci-
ating this opportunity to study in Japan.
Back to university for the first time in 7
years, I had to juggle with Japanese and my
course. The environment is really changing
the way I think and feel. My desire for learn-
ing was rekindled, and I felt much younger
than when I had worked in my company. 
Various nationalities may be found in Kobe
University - Koreans, Chinese, Southeast
Asians, Americans, and Europeans. About
100 Korean students are studying at Kobe
University. They are from all different age
groups from teens to forties. They also
come from different career backgrounds
such as public service and education. Most
students in their twenties are selected tal-
ents studying under a four-year scholarship
provided by the Ministry of Education of
Japan. At times I find myself envying them
and looking back on my past. 
Although I am not the best student, I believe
I am quite lucky. A person’s current situa-
tion is the result of his past efforts and rep-
resents what he is doing for the future. 
I am very clear about what I should do in the
future although I will have to choose from
many options. I believe it is important to
choose decisively and go forward without
looking back. We should make decisions
that we will be happy about. 

Globalize

I think I am in Japan for globalizing. We live
in an era when globalizing is a pressing
need. Everyone seems interested in what-
ever is called global as if nothing un-global
were worth pursuing. This entire notion is
generally accepted, but I think globalizing
starts in the heart rather than something
tangible. 
I view globalizing from a slightly different
point of view. First of all, many believe
learning a foreign language is a prerequi-
site for globalizing, but I think it is of only a
secondary priority. 
The first and foremost value is to be able to
appreciate and understand differences.
Cultures and races are diverse. Language

is only part of the difference; people think,
live, and eat differently from country to
country. Japan made me realize that it is
very similar to Korea, but at the same time,
very distinct. Koreans and Japanese look
alike and Japanese love eating Kimchi and
Korean food in general. Koreans can easily
find their food served in Japan. The
Japanese version of Kimchi, which is called
“Kimuchi”, is almost the same as its origi-
nal. The Dolsot Bibimbab served in Japan is
identical with the original except that it is
not served in a burning-hot bowl. The
menus you can find in Korean restaurants
in Japan carry the original names, but
served slightly adapted to Japanese taste. 
Also, there are some shocking differences
between Korea and Japan. Many who visit
Korea are often surprised to see female
janitors clean restrooms for gentlemen.
They enter the restroom with a mop without
hesitation, and arduously clean the floor.
Something more surprising happens in
Japan. Female janitors may be found in the
public bath for men. A janitor often bursts
into the bathroom and cleans the mirrors
and floor. They do that every half hour. The
way they worked really surprised me.
Maybe it is part of the culture shock I expe-
rienced in Japan. 
When we meet people from a different cul-
tural background, we need to be able to
understand and accept their way of living.
Understanding and accepting provides the
basis for a good relationship. We might find
it easy to look down on people who are dif-
ferent from us saying, “They’re always like
this and that.” It is always possible to
understand the difference if only we are
willing to try. Whatever sort of job we hold,
from sales to technology, it is necessary for
us to be ready to understand and accept
foreigners. 
There are people who know only the part of
the world they live in. Some of my fellow
Koreans fail to understand and accept the
differences with other cultures although
they often meet foreigners or live in a for-
eign country, which can be loss on their

part. Some who act as if they knew every-
thing about the world actually know little
about it. 
If we welcome other cultures and show an
interest in closing the gap we feel, we have
a solid basis for genuine globalization. I
believe such a mindset is the start of a
healthy relationship. 
Of course, this attitude is not limited to a sit-
uation where we meet foreigners. Any
organization needs people with an open
mind. In fact, there are no two identical
people. Rather, people differ in personality
and values. Understanding, respect, and
trust are the beginnings of true communi-
cation and meaningful globalization. As the
current economic downturn continues, we
particularly need to show warmth and kind-
ness toward one another more than ever.

Japan on the Bubble Economy

In 2009, Japan is experiencing the same sit-
uation as the 1990’s when its economic
bubbles burst. Japan’s unique corporate
culture that guaranteed permanent
employment and valued long service began
to disappear. 
Sony one-sidedly decided to lay off employ-
ees in December last year and a quarrel
between indignant layoffs and security
guards was frequently seen at the entrance
of the Sony building. After Sony, Panasonic
and NEC among other Japanese electron-
ics companies made similar decisions.
Permanent employment, a cornerstone of
the Japanese-style business management
is being shaken by its roots. 
The influence of the financial crisis originat-
ing from the U.S.A. is now widely detected.
In fact, the whole world is affected signifi-
cantly. Most Koreans, including employees
and business people, are experiencing diffi-
culties that are as severe as those faced
during the financial crisis of 10 years ago.
Ironically, However, Myeong-dong, Seoul
and Busan are crowded with Japanese
tourists. 
Crisis becomes another opportunity as a
rainy day is a perfect day for an umbrella
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seller. Thanks to the
strong yen, Korean
exporters have become
more competitive than
their Japanese competi-
tors. The current crisis
is likely to work for the
good of most Korean
enterprises although
some of them that bor-

rowed in yen have a tough way ahead.
Crisis turns into opportunity for the wise;
we need insights that will guide us through
the current economic crisis. Witnessing
Japan’s low ebb, I am determined to rein-
force my strengths and abilities.
I have not lived in Japan long enough to
evaluate the country. However, the impres-
sion I get from the country as a newcomer
may be instinctively accurate. 
Japan has dark areas in politics, economy,
society, and culture. Although it is a devel-
oped country, the problems that the
Japanese society has are clearly visible. 
Japan’s political situation is not so stable,
either. Former Prime Minister Yasuo
Fukuda’s wife was oblivious to the fact that
her husband was going to resign the next
day. Japanese Prime Minister Daro Aso’a
approval rating has plunged while
Democratic Party Leader Ichiro Ojawa is
suspected to have been involved in illegal
funding.
General social problems that we see in
Korea regarding the economy, pension sys-
tem, education, and retiree welfare are
developing in Japan as well. Although vio-
lent sprees in the National Assembly that
are common in Korea do not exist in Japan,
Japan also has problems that require
attention.
Despite its problems, I know that Japan is
really one of the world’s advanced coun-
tries.

Country of Nobel Prize Winners

In October last year, Japan celebrated win-
ning Nobel Prizes in science. Four

Japanese scientists won Nobel Prizes for
Physics and Chemistry. 
A characteristic found commonly with
advanced countries is scientific achieve-
ment. Japan won Nobel Prizes for Physics
and Chemistry in 2002, as well. An atmos-
phere that cherishes persistent researchers
and offers continued support for academic
talents has made this remarkable achieve-
ment possible. 
In 1995, Japan began supporting young sci-
entists with a basic plan for promotion of
science to win 30 Nobel science prizes in
the next 50 years. It is something that I real-
ly admire about Japan. 
Korea also has as many science geniuses
as Japan does. As of 2008, Korea is ranked
12th in the number of research papers pub-
lished in international scientific journals. Of
course, what really matters is the quality of
the research, but the research papers often
used during Professor Okubo’s presenta-
tions are really superb. 
The Nobel Prize is not given to one gifted
individual. It is often a result of investment
and strategic efforts of the winner’s coun-
try. Also, it is vital to promote basic sci-
ences, a large part of which should be done
by the government. Such investment and
strategic approach as well as the develop-
ment of resources constitute a primary task
not only for a country but also to global
enterprises. 
My company has become a leading paint
maker since its establishment in 1945. It is
vitally important for us to invest decisively
and act proactively to strengthen our scien-
tific basis. Progress of applied science is
limited without the support of basic science. 
Thinking and acting proactively is as impor-
tant as solving the problems at hand.

Laboratory Life

Now, over 30 students including 3 in the
doctorate program, 15 in the master’s pro-
gram, and 15 undergraduates are studying
under Professor Okubo’s direction. A large
team, indeed. Since a Thai couple received

their doctor’s degrees last year, 1 Bengali, 1
Swedish assistant professor, and I have
been the only foreign staff led by Professor
Okubo. 
A number of projects are in progress in
Professor Okubo’s laboratory. They include
those related to emulsion, suspension, dis-
persion, polymerization in ion solutions,
polymerization in supercritical carbon diox-
ide, and controlled living radical polymer-
ization. Our professor’s main research area
is composition of micron-sized polymer
corpuscle and a number of research pro-
jects regarding polymer-sized control and
polymer particle morphology are being
conducted. 
Although the experiments that I conduct in
my course may not be directly applied to
production, what I see, hear, and learn here
during the year will be a valuable asset for
my future career. 
The people I meet here are also my assets.
Throughout my career, I will have many
opportunities to meet and work with Kobe
graduates in professional or academic set-
tings. I believe such a relationship will be
helpful to everyone and would like to cher-
ish and make good use of it.

Believe in Yourself

One year is not a long time, but can be a
meaningful period in life. This precious
period will help me progress and become
more far-sighted.
People often say, “A bird flying higher sees
more” or “It takes one to know one.” The
lessons these sayings teach seem very
plain, but mean volumes to me these days. 
I need to come out of my little shell, fly high-
er, and see more. I would like to fly as high
as I can, as it were, and increase my insight
and wisdom. I believe this thought actually
has more power than it seems.
I would like to be confident in myself, cher-
ish the value of confidence, and go forward
to be fulfilled and proud of myself and have
no regrets.
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The Korean documentary film, “Old Partner”. I
watched this movie about an old man and his 40-
year-old bull, here in the Czech Republic. What a
convenient world we are living in!
The movie touches hearts by showing the beauty
and value of a slow life. It is rather ironical that this
movie reached the Czech Republic so fast thanks
to the cutting-edge communication technology.
We are often touched by seemingly insignificant
expressions of kindness and consideration. I
remember Wang who was tearful as he said
goodbye to me in Shanghai. I recently heard that
he had become an executive in a famous paint
company in China. In his small hometown in
Yenxing, he was considered a rare genius because
he was smart enough to attend Fudan University.
When I was working with him in Shanghai, he
began to live with his girlfriend who was teaching
at a school after graduating from Shanghai
Teachers’ University. They thought buying a place
would be cheaper than renting one in the long run,
but they did not have sufficient funds.
One day Wang asked me to lend him money equiv-
alent to about 1 million Korean won. I did not know
what to say to him. What am I supposed to do? It
was big money for me, and he had nothing to offer
me as security. However, I found myself lending
money unconditionally the next day. Of course, we
did not put anything in writing. I trusted him based

on his work attitude and spending habits until then
and I was right. Unlike other Chinese, he did not
seem to believe in the “Manmande" spirit (tenden-
cy to work slowly). He was capable of creating val-
ues out of nothing. He really worked hard and
reaped the result. He made a list of potential cus-
tomers, called each of them, visited them, and did
all he could to win their trust. As a result, the
number of our customers increased each day. My
trust in him was rewarded.

Mosnov, Czech Republic

Here in the Czech Republic, our closing time is 11
p.m. or 2 a.m. and we go back to work at 6 a.m. to
be ready to meet our customers before their lines
start. We work at least 10 hours on weekends, too.
This has continued for 5 months. This is a normal
routine followed by all of us Korean technicians
positioned in Mosnov. We are really striving to
make things happen out of nothing at all. Our
efforts began to see results when mass produc-
tion of i30 began last November. Appreciating our
strenuous efforts, Hyundai Motor Czech Republic
(HMMC) treats us and often connects us to local
parts suppliers in the Czech Republic, Hungary,
and Poland.

Hard Work for Last One and Half Year! 

Increasing sales invoices and inquiries make us
wonder, "What has really made us work this
hard?” The old man in the movie I mentioned at
the outset has much in common with many
Korean employees like us. He spared no pains to
cut grass and prepared fodder for his bull himself.
We show a similar sense of responsibility and
attachment toward our work.
The old man who cried over his dead bull showed
how attached a person can be to his partner. That
sort of partnership exists between us technicians
working here in the Czech Republic.
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